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Name:                                           My Language Homework – Q1:7               Date: 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Color –ack words blue. 
Color –ap words green. 

sack    cap   Jack 

tap    hack     map 

track   tap   pack 

Write the –ack word. 
 

r__ __ __ 

Write the –ap word. 
 

n___ ___ 

Write a sentence with –ap 
words. 

 
_____________________

_____________________ 

Color –an words blue. 
Color –ab words green. 

man     bran     lab 

can      tan     grab 

flab     cab    span 

Write your own  
-an and -ab words. 

 
_____________________ 

 
 

_____________________ 

Color –at words blue. 
Color –ag words green. 

bag      flat     rag 

snag     lag      sat 

cat      fat      sag 

Write your own  
-at and -ag words. 

 
_____________________ 

 
 

_____________________ 

Circle the words that 
are shapes. 

 
circle      paper    

 

heart   dog   star 
 

paper   rectangle 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.                      

          

    
She has to roll 

the dough. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

made    maid 
   

The _____ cleaned 
the house. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

sail         bee 

be          sale 

to            two 
Alphabetical Order. 

job    pan   cap 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
it    my   you 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
kit    can   go 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
on    yoyo   dig 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Circle the word after rain. 

 

Write the definition of 
rain. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Write the definition of 
read. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Write the definition of 
ride. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Circle the common noun. 
 

friend 
     

Josh 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

store    
 

Publix 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Rover     
 

dog 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

teacher 
 

Mrs. Jones 
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My Work 
Monday 

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Tuesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Wednesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Thursday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

My Progress 
MONDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

TUESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

WEDNESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

THURSDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 
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Answer Key - My Language Homework – Q1:7 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Color –ack words blue. 
Color –ap words green. 

sack    cap   Jack 

tap    hack     map 

track   tap   pack 

Write the –ack word. 
 

rack 

Write the –ap word. 
 

nap 

Write a sentence with –ap 
words. 

 
Answers will vary 

Color –an words blue. 
Color –ab words green. 

man     bran     lab 

can      tan     grab 

flab     cab    span 

Write your own  
-an and -ab words. 

 
Answers will vary 

Color –at words blue. 
Color –ag words green. 

bag      flat     rag 

snag     lag      sat 

cat      fat      sag 

Write your own  
-at and -ag words. 

 
Answers will vary 

Circle the words that 
are shapes. 

 
circle      paper    

 

heart   dog   star 
 

paper   rectangle 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.                      

          

    
She has to roll 

the dough. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

made    maid 
   

The _____ cleaned 
the house. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

sail         bee 

be          sale 

to            two 
Alphabetical Order. 

job    pan   cap 

1. cap 
2. job 
3. pan 

Alphabetical Order. 
it    my   you 

1. it 
2. my 
3. you 

Alphabetical Order. 
kit    can   go 

1. can 
2. go 
3. kit 

Alphabetical Order. 
on    yoyo   dig 

1. dig 
2. on 
3. yoyo 

Circle the word after rain. 

 

Write the definition of 
rain. 

 

water from the 
clouds. 

Write the definition of 
read. 

 

to say written words. 

Write the definition of 
ride. 

 

to sit on something 
moving. 

Circle the common noun. 
 

friend 
     

Josh 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

store    
 

Publix 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Rover     
 

dog 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

teacher 
 

Mrs. Jones 


